Case History
Beauty chain receives makeover from Rainbow
Rainbow were contacted by a refurbishment company asking them
to quote for the external cleaning of a popular health and beauty
chain, Boots in Brighton.
The store had acquired a build-up of carbon deposits from car
exhaust fumes, dust and organic growth on the outside of the
building. Rainbow attended the store to scope the work and
compile a quotation to remove these deposits from the building
surface to help brighten and refresh the look of the exterior.
Much of the work quoted for had to be carried out using specialist
high access equipment and apparatus. In order to meet the client’s
work requirement Rainbow had to contact and gain authorisation
from the local council as all of the work needed to be carried out
at different times of the day, with road closures and diversions
needing to be put into place.
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Following their successful quote, Rainbow’s specialist commercial
cleaning team began working on the large store on a Sunday
evening and completed the renovation by the following Thursday
night. The work was carried out over 4 nights to minimise disruption
to the general public as the store is located on one of the busiest
bus and taxi routes in Brighton.
Rainbow’s specialist cleaning regime included graffiti removal,
pressure washing of the external building using high access
equipment, cleaning and shining all of the windows & glass and
stain removal to the canopy and store front. Their strong
communication & organisational skills, along with the ability to offer
a 24 hour service meant that Rainbow successfully liaised with all of
the necessary parties to ensure a prompt resolution to the project.
The required work was carried out in a rapid timeframe causing
minimal disruption to the general public and local residents.
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